Thresholdless Transition to Coherent Emission at Telecom Wavelengths from Coaxial Nanolasers with Excitation Power Dependent $\beta$-Factors
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The ongoing miniaturization of semiconductor lasers has enabled ultra-low threshold devices and even provided a path to approach thresholdless lasing with linear input–output characteristics. Such nanoscale lasers have initiated a discourse on the origin of the physical mechanisms involved and their boundaries, such as the required photon number, the importance of optimized light confinement in a resonator, and mode-density enhancement. Here, high-$\beta$ metal-clad coaxial nanolasers, which facilitate thresholdless lasing are investigated. Both the conventional lasing characteristics, as well as the photon statistics of the emitted light at 10 K under continuous wave excitation are experimentally and theoretically investigated. While the former lacks adequate information to determine the threshold to coherent radiation, the latter reveals a finite threshold pump power. The work confirms an important aspect of high-$\beta$ lasers, namely that a thresholdless laser does have a finite threshold pump power and must not be confused with a hypothetical zero-threshold laser. Moreover, the results reveal an excitation power dependent $\beta$-factor which needs to be taken into account to correctly describe the experimental data.
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physical mechanisms required to ensure operation in this regime.

In this work, we study the power dependent second-order coherence for two metallic nanolasers, one of which shows operation very close to the thresholdless lasing regime associated with a $\beta$-factor of 0.9 and negligible non-radiative loss rate. For this purpose, we compare conventional signs of lasing to quantum-optical studies of the second-order autocorrelation function. Accompanying the experimental investigation, we employ a microscopic laser model to obtain important insight in the interplay of the CNL’s properties and their effect on the photon statistics of the emission. Noteworthy, in contrast to conventional microlaser theories, in our description the $\beta$-factor does not play the role of a constant device-dependent parameter but is calculated directly from the spontaneous-emission (SE) rates of carriers in the band structure into lasing and non-lasing modes.

We find the resulting $\beta$-factor to be an excitation-power dependent parameter due to phase-space filling effects. Additionally, we show that special care has to be taken when investigating the second-order correlation function of nanolasers by using narrowband spectral filtering. Indeed, in our case it results in an enhanced intensity noise resulting in pseudo-thermal characteristics, which can cause pitfalls in the interpretation of the emitted light. Importantly, the previous studies of nanolasers with close-to thresholdless behavior do exhibit the existence of a finite threshold, reconfirming that thresholdless lasing should not be confused as lasing with a zero threshold pump power. In fact, while near thresholdless operation has even been achieved at room temperature in the presence of significant non-radiative losses, the latter could only be achieved in a hypothetical cavity subject to no losses.

The investigated coaxial nanolasers are depicted in Figure 1. The active medium in these cavities comprises a ring of six InGaAsP QWs with an overall height of 200 nm radially sandwiched between an inner silver core with a radius of $R_{\text{in}}$ and an outer metallic cladding confining the active medium to a radius of $R_{\text{out}}$. The two CNLs under study share a similar geometry, differing only in their inner and outer radii. This mainly alters the spectral locations of the supported modes and, in return, also the effective $\beta$-factor. The QWs result in a broad gain spectrum that spreads over several tens of nanometers close to the telecom $E$- and $S$-bands at cryogenic temperatures. We label the investigated structures with CNL1 ($R_{\text{out}}$: 295 nm, $R_{\text{in}}$: 55 nm) and CNL2 ($R_{\text{out}}$: 315 nm, $R_{\text{in}}$: 75 nm). In both cases, the azimuthally polarized TE$_{01}$-like mode, exhibiting the largest quality factor and highest confinement factor, is expected to lase. The mode structure and the $Q$-factors were determined by numerical simulations using the finite elements method approach as detailed in the Supporting Information. For the calculations, we considered the geometry and material properties, such as the low temperature relative permittivity, of the nanolasers. Because experimentally determined values of silver’s permittivity at 1.5 $\mu$m wavelength and at low temperatures are not available, we approximated the permittivity based on values reported in refs. [21–23] to obtain best global agreement between our experimental nanolaser data and the predictions of our microscopic laser theory. The chosen value of $\varepsilon_{\text{Ag}} = -126 - i0.300$ leads to $Q$-factors of $Q = 1030$ for CNL1 and $Q = 815$ for CNL2 which are consistent with the experimental data presented in Figure 3g,h in the sense that they correspond to emission linewidths of 1.4 nm (CNL1) and 1.8 nm (CNL2) at excitation intensities slightly below the laser threshold where absorption by the gain medium is nearly quenched and linewidth narrowing due to the onset of coherence is not yet significant. To underline the suitability of this approximation, we performed additional contrasting simulations using a permittivity with a higher imaginary part of $\varepsilon_{\text{Ag}} = -103 - i1.300$ and $\varepsilon_{\text{Ag}} = -108 - i1.4$ which are obtained, for instance, by a simple extrapolation of the short wavelength values reported in ref. [24] to the wavelengths of CNL1 and CNL2. The different permittivity leads to significantly lower $Q$-factors of $Q = 510$ for CNL1 and $Q = 430$ for CNL2. These values are less compatible with the experimental linewidths presented in Figure 3g,h as they correspond to the values of 2.9 nm (CNL1) and 3.5 nm (CNL2) at excitation intensities where the absorption by the gain medium is dominating (whereas the theory considers $Q$-factors at transparency, i.e., in the absence of quantum well absorption). Using these alternative $Q$-factors, we are not able to describe the experimental data in a consistent way by our microscopic laser theory.

Preliminary information about laser action in the CNLs is obtained by excitation-intensity dependent $\mu$-PL studies under CW
excitation at 10 K, where non-radiative losses have minor impact. The experimental setup used for our investigations is introduced in the Supporting Information. A selection of the measured spectra is presented in Figure 2 for both CNLs. To extract the conventional laser characteristics, which are shown in Figure 3, the measured µ-PL spectra are fitted with pseudo-Voigt profiles (see Supporting Information). While the integrated mode intensity of CNL1 (Figure 3a) features a nearly linear input-output curve resembling thresholdless lasing, that of CNL2 (Figure 3b) shows a more prominent S-shape indicating a reduced β-factor. The experimental input–output curves agree well with our quantum-optical laser model (solid black curves in Figure 3) with a maximum of 0.9 obtained for CNL1 are consistent with its practically thresholdless behavior. In CNLs, the high β-factor stems from a strong light–matter interaction leading to an enhancement of radiative decay. To support this explanation, we discuss the excitation-power dependence of β in the Supporting Information in more detail. In this context, we present TRPL lifetime measurements and calculations for both CNLs and compare these with the lifetime in planar material, from which a Purcell factor of about 15 is estimated. Noteworthy, the corresponding lifetimes were extracted at excitation powers well below the laser threshold to avoid a possible influence of stimulated emission on determining the Purcell factor. Other factors have been identified to modify the SE rate and the β-factor at constant excitation intensities, such as line-shape effects and spectral detuning even in the presence of fast dephasing, as well as population effects.

A closer inspection of the spectral characteristics of the CNLs is required to access other conventional signs of lasing. Figure 3e,f reveal that the central wavelengths of both CNLs show strong blue-shifting with respect to the growing excitation intensity. However, at higher intensities, CNL2’s emission wavelength experiences red-shifting, which is attributed to heating effects. Additionally, both CNLs show linewidth narrowing by about one order of magnitude for the excited mode within the measured intensity range, which is in agreement with the calculations presented in Figure 3g,h. At high excitation densities, we expect that thermally induced gain changes are transformed into fluctuations in the resonant wavelength due to the Kramers–Kronig relations (see, e.g., ref. [31]). This can explain the saturation, and even slight increase for CNL1, of the emission linewidth at excitation intensities exceeding about 200 kW cm⁻². Within the investigated range of excitation intensities the spectral lineshapes change from a Lorentzian to Gaussian profile, which is reflected in the Pseudo-Voigt profile by μ changing from 1 to about 0.3 (see Supporting Information) in Figure 3i,j. Interestingly, this change begins at the same excitation intensities at which the emission linewidth starts to saturate, that is around 50 kW cm⁻² for CNL1 and around 200 kW cm⁻² for CNL2, possibly indicating the onset
of temperature induced inhomogeneous broadening at higher excitation intensities. While such thermal effects are not included in the modeling, the key saturation feature of the linewidth reduction is reproduced irrespective of the spectral lineshape. From the linewidths, coherence times can be obtained, and we estimate a lower limit of 0.3 ps below threshold to 8 ps above threshold (see Supporting Information). The obtained picture is complemented by the differential efficiency plotted in Figure 3k,l for the two nanolasers. In case of CNL2 with a moderate $\beta$-factor, the transition to stimulated emission is reflected in a pronounced increase of the differential efficiency at around 200 kW cm$^{-2}$. In contrast, for the high-$\beta$ laser CNL1, such a clear feature is absent which underlines the need for quantum-optical studies to understand the threshold behavior of high-$\beta$ lasers in full detail.

Recently, we showed that an almost linear input–output characteristic accompanied by linewidth narrowing can occur in the regime of amplified SE, which can be identified by assessing the photon statistics of the associated emission.\textsuperscript{[13]} To rule out this possibility in the case of CNL1 and to estimate the threshold pump density, we study the time-dependent second-order autocorrelation function $g^{(2)}(\tau)$ (see Supporting Information for details on the measurement) by selecting the CNLs’ mode via a 12 nm bandpass filter. In Figure 4a,b, we present two of the measured coincidence histograms $g^{(2)}(r)$ for CNL1. We extract raw values of $g^{(2)}(0)$ by fitting Gaussian temporal profiles to the measured data. The fitted peak heights are presented in Figure 4c,d for both CNLs showing gradually decreasing $g^{(2)}(0)$ at excitation intensities higher than about 100 kW cm$^{-2}$. Below that, the raw values of $g^{(2)}(0)$ are more strongly limited by the temporal resolution of our $g^{(2)}(r)$-setup due to the excitation-power dependent coherence time.\textsuperscript{[2,13]} The raw measured $g^{(2)}(r)$ histograms are then deconvoluted, compensating for the finite timing-jitter (50 ps) of our superconducting nanowire single-photon detectors following the procedure introduced in ref. [32] (see Supporting Information). In Figure 4e,f, we present the deconvoluted $g^{(2)}_{\text{deconv}}(0)$ values for the investigated CNLs, which agree well with our theoretical prediction. As expected, for high-$\beta$ lasers the threshold region is smeared out, but from the autocorrelation measurements we can conclude that the transition toward coherent emission occurs at about 30–100 kW cm$^{-2}$ (150–300 kW cm$^{-2}$) for CNL1 (CNL2).

Moreover, we perform a second series of excitation-intensity dependent measurements of $g^{(2)}(r)$ for CNL1 with tight spectral filtering as shown in Figure 4e with red squares (see Supporting Information). The effect of narrowband spectral filtering in the HBT measurement is of particular relevance when studying the emission of nanolasers, which often have small cavity quality factors and large emission linewidths. In our case, a too narrow spectral selection in $g^{(2)}(r)$-setup leads to artifacts in the associated photon autocorrelation and an incorrect interpretation of the measured autocorrelation function.

Altogether, the good agreement between experiment and theory supports the validity of the simple and approximative deconvolution procedure performed on the raw $g^{(2)}(0)$ data from our CNLs. More generally, in the regime where cavity-QED effects dominate the emission dynamics, the autocorrelation function may be modified in ways that render the Siegert relation unsuited for extrapolating, as we discuss in the Supporting Information. However, the suitability of our approach is supported by the fact that the raw data is reproduced by theory if the calculated coherence times and the time resolution of the $g^{(2)}(r)$-setup are used to convolute the calculated result, producing the solid lines in Figure 4c,d. We emphasize that these predicted lines are not obtained from a fit, but result from calculated coherence times and $g^{(2)}(0)$ for a single consistent parameter set for each CNL (see Supporting Information). Clearly, both the experiment and theory provide strong evidence for a transition from spontaneous to stimulated emission and indicate laser operation in both CNLs.

In conclusion, our combined experimental and theoretical quantum-optical investigations of metal-clad coaxial nanolasers provide unambiguous evidence for thresholdless laser operation with coherent emission at telecom wavelengths. The validity of the first- and second-order coherence properties obtained from experiment is supported by quantum-optical modeling, which yields simultaneous agreement of the input–output characteristics, coherence time, and autocorrelation function. From the microscopic laser model, we obtain a $\beta$-factor that is pump-power dependent in contrast to the wide-spread assumption of a device-dependent constant $\beta$. Our results highlight that it is crucial to collect the spectrally broad emission line of a nanolaser without truncating its spectral tails in order to correctly access the underlying photon statistics. As such, this work provides the first comprehensive characterization of thresholdless lasing in high-$\beta$ lasers.
metallic quantum-well nanoscale lasers. It paves the way for designing the next generation of ultrasmall coherent light sources, benefiting from quantum effects appearing at the nanoscale.
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